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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2474-“Just try it. Do you think I’m scared of 
you?” 

The two super Overlords fought once again. 

This time was different. 

Just now, Sylvio mainly wanted to take Stark as far as possible so that they 
could not affect Elora’s restoration. 

Now, all he wanted was to kill the Soul Devourer scoundrel. 

Even if he could not, he must teach Stark a lesson he would never forget. 

It took a long time for the super black hole in the void to disappear slowly. 

Fortunately, this was a barren place, far away from the living planets. 

Otherwise, the destructive power would be unimaginable. 

It was a large black hole, so everything within a radius of hundreds of millions 
of miles would be sucked in. 

After the void calmed down again, a space crack appeared and three figures 
walked out. 

The two on the side were Lufian and Drogo, while the one in the middle was 
Valentin. 

Valentin was extremely weak and needed the support of Lufian and Drogo to 
stand. 

It could be seen how serious his injuries were. 

When the Robotia Lv 6 self-destructed, he was facing the opponent at zero 
distance. 

Fortunately, this was a defective product, so its selfdestruction power was 
reduced. Otherwise, Valentin’s injuries would have been more serious. 



Lufian and Drogo also suffered backlashes, but compared to Valentin, they 
were much better. 

“Drogo, look after Valentin. I’m going to look for Elora. She should still be in 
some dimension,” Lufian said with blood- red eyes. 

There was nowhere to release the monstrous anger in his heart and he almost 
could not suppress his other personality. 

Once Lufian’s violent personality came out, he would definitely barge into the 
Robotias’ lair to avenge Elora. 

“Lufian, let’s decide when Sylvio comes back! He can find Elora’s 
whereabouts soon with Zwei Arithmetics. It’s much better than you looking 
around like a headless chicken.” Drogo persuaded. 

“No! I must find Elora as soon as possible. She failed to restore her body this 
time. She must have been greatly hurt so she needs me.” 

“But you don’t even know where she is, how can you find her? Sylvio will be 
back soon, you’re wasting your time doing this.” 

Lufian did not say anything. 

Concerned about Elora, the anger in his heart was getting stronger and 
stronger. 

Just when he was about to be overwhelmed, a hand rested on Lufian’s 
shoulder. 

“Lufian, calm down! Elora isn’t dead yet! What are you doing?” 

The three turned their heads to look. Sylvio had returned and stood behind the 
three. 

Sylvio also looked quite battered at this time. 

After all, he had just fought Stark. 

Since his opponent was able to escape in the tragic battle thousands of 
epochs ago, he was definitely not weak. 

“Sylvio!” The three called out at the same time. 



“Hey.” 

Sylvio nodded and asked, “How are you doing?” 

“Lufian and I are fine but we suffered some backlash. 

Valentin is more seriously injured. At that time, he was right in front of the 
Robotia Lv 6 to prevent it from descending,” Drogo said. 

“Sylvio, don’t worry! I’m fine, but I may have to rest for a while and won’t be 
able to participate in the battle.” Valentin comforted Sylvio with a forced smile 
while enduring severe physical and mental pain. 

“Sylvio, now that Elora’s whereabouts are unknown, I hope you can use Zwei 
Arithmetics to find her whereabouts. This time, we failed to restore her body 
so her soul was severely damaged again. I don’t know what happened to her.” 
Lufian looked worried. 

The appearance of Sylvio helped to temporarily suppress his other 
personality. 

 


